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Abstract
Melanau men are known for their significant roles in the cultivation of sago palm as smallholder farmers while the
women take charge of processing sago-based food products. Melanau sago farmers play important roles in maintaining
their rural livelihood as the ethnic minority group in the northwest coastal communities of Sarawak, Malaysia. In an
attempt to contribute to the corpus of knowledge on Melanau gender roles and their unique farming practices, this
paper adapts gender relations framework in order to assess the impact of sago commercialization programs that were
established by the local authority since 1980s. The findings revealed that the changes of traditional gender roles among
men and women are influenced by gender relations factors i.e. gender division of labour, access to or control of
resources and household decision making. In addition, sago production promises a greater prospect of moving away
from low to high commercial level of production only if human capital that makes sago crop difficult to commercialize
are tackled in the Melanau community. This suggests that more attention to human factors is needed when authorities
formulate policies relating to commercialization program.
Keywords: rural women, smallholder farmers, gender relations, commercialization programs, Melanau communities
1. Introduction
Researchers posit that in the developing countries, commercialization of indigenous agricultural commodities is
regarded as a prerequisite for achieving social and economic development of rural communities (Belcher &
Schreckenberg, 2007; Carletto, et al., 2017). More importantly, commercialization programs directed at gender
mainstreaming promote increased participation of men and women in the production, processing and marketing of
agricultural commodities at local and international markets (Rubin & Manfre, 2014; Forsythe, Posthumus & Martin,
2016). The recognition that rural communities served as hub for agricultural resources and the continuous
interventions of government and development agencies in revitalising rural economy not only will benefit rural
households but also will lead to economic growth and development (Scott, 2014; Millstone, Thompson, & Brooks,
2009). In the context of the sago cultivation sector in Sarawak, Malaysia, men and women assist one another in sago
value chain, whereby men are in charge of sago palm cultivation and maintenance because of their physical strength
and tedious nature of the work involved while the women involve in food production, processing and marketing as
well as assisting their men in the farm (Barton, 2012; Hirschman, 2016).
Initially sago development programs established by the government of Sarawak are designed to facilitate the sago
production of the rural Melanau smallholder farmers. Concerns over the yield of sago which is inconsistent and low
compared with its economic potential has led to the establishment of more agencies by the government in initiating the
sago commercialization programs. In promoting the value of sago, the crop is given an image as “the 21st Century
Crop” in which its potential is expected to contribute to higher export revenue for Sarawak as well as to diversify
sago-based food products. In addition, sago is being promoted as the crop that is indigenous to Sarawak where the
sago-based food products are promoted for tourism purposes because of the Melanau cultural identity is generally
attached to sago. The downstream activities of using sago starch which involved women are for local consumption and
the preservation of Melanau food cultural identity has been established in the areas of processing and marketing.
The commercialization programs require the engagement of the Melanau smallholders’ household in the farming and
production of sago-based food products who are willing to transcend from low production to commercial level. This
change requires the actors to adopt new ideas of farm management, farming practices and their commitment. However,
these new ideas, are viewed and misunderstood by many farmers to be contradicted with the traditional farming beliefs
and practices. The Melanau community had highly regarded the sago palm tree which permeates through their daily
economic and socio-cultural activities. However, the unique traditional sago farming practice which is considered as
their part-time job and ‘after retirement job’ poses a challenge toward maximizing production.
The objectives of this research are two folds. Firstly, it is to examine gender roles of Melanau men and women in sago
production while capitalising on gender relations. Secondly, the study is to describe the processes and impact of sago
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commercialization on gender roles. The research analysis on the qualitative data will form the basis for assessing the
productivity of smallholder farmers and sago-based food processors capitalising on the commercialization programs
initiated by the government.
2. Literature Review
2.1 Gender Roles and Commercialization
We operationalize gender roles as the daily practices perform by male and female farmers in relation to their work.
Anthropologists who studied gender relations on many Southeast Asian peasant communities have established the
concept of “complementarity” in describing the roles of men and women (King & Wilder, 2003, p. 263). The concept
refers to a division in the roles of husband and wife in the organization of acquiring and managing the family’s
economic resources. For example, complementarity roles of men and women were evident in the Malay fishing
community (Firth, 1966; Carsten 1997), Malay rice cultivation community (Winzeler, 1974), and Iban rice cultivation
community (Mashman, 1991). Firth (1966) contended that fishing was the primary economic activity in generating
food and cash for Malay families in Kelantan where the husband fishes whilst the wife transforms the products into
food and cash. Hence, the gender complementarity roles of men and women are extended here to conceptualize the
rural Melanau sago smallholders’ gender roles.
In the context of production, gender relations can be viewed as a historical, cultural and socially constructed
phenomenon (Whatmore, 1991). Going by these components, gender relations is not fixed but it changes over the
temporality of time base on process and content. For instance, the change phase depends on how fast women respond
to government initiated program. Le (2009) reported that for almost 30 decades rural Vietnam women have showed
their success in permeating the traditional male occupation of woodcarving. This is an indication that in terms of
production, gender relations are constantly restructured to suit the processes involved in production which is usually
characterised by factors relating to the internal and external context such as household development, technological
innovations, change in government policies etc. Thus, the focus of this paper is to investigate production from the
point of view of internal context which is household development.
The intensification of women’s empowerment programs in agriculture promote improved food productivity and
security. This development draws the attention of development organizations, policy makers and non-governmental
organizations to empower women as important contributors to food production and ensure that inequality and
discrimination against them is drastically reduced (World Bank, 2012). Though, gender structures are heterogeneous
and multifaceted, in the sense that they are characterised by cultural norms and values which varies across various
geographical locations (Mason, 2005). However, research revealed that in Southeast Asia, women benefit more
through empowerment than their other counterparts in other developing countries (IFAD, 2013). They enjoyed relative
liberty in terms of decision making unlike in many African countries where decisions are made for women by their
husbands and other stakeholders. This fact signifies that they have a high level of control over their resources, assets
and income (IFAD, 2013). Despite benefit acquired by women through commercialization program, it also
disempowers them in production (Tsusaka et al., 2016). Research revealed that women are mostly side-lined in the
supply of high quality agricultural products, which means that men take charge on such aspects of production (Herney,
2013).
2.2 Conceptual Framework
The gender relations framework in Figure 1, is an adaptation of the gender relations framework developed by van
Eerdewijk and Danielsen (2015). It is a vital tool that can be used to determine gender division of labour, access to or
control of resources, household decision making, norms and values (van Eerdewijk & Danielsen, 2015). Taking into
full cognizance that women are very important participants in many agricultural commodities value chains, the
likelihood that commercialization programs will benefit or burden them needs to be put into consideration. As
mentioned by Whatmore (1991), gender relations related to production and its analysis gives concrete information on
how to determine the best approaches to promote commodity commercialization. Subsequent to the gender relations
framework put together by van Eerdewijk and Danielsen (2015) we analyze the gender roles and the social dynamics
attached to accessing production, processing and marketing. In many studies related to gender roles, especially those in
agriculture and forestry, gender relations is hardly utilized to analyze the intricacy and changes that occur in men and
women’s roles. The Society of Sago Palm Studies (2015) explained that the most comprehensive and labour intensive
aspects of sago production in the coastal area is usually done by men, though sometimes assisted by women.
Nevertheless, apart from gender, factors related to culture, socioeconomic status, access to finance, demographic
factors, raw material supply and market for products could explain the relationships and differences in the practices of
actors in food production and its commercialization.
van Eerdewijk & Danielsen (2015) argued that norm and values are one of the factors that existed in both three
components (Household Decision Making, Division of Labour and Access to/Control of Resources) of gender relations
that can be impacted when changes are introduced. However, in this research, we point out the prominence of norms
and values which exist outside of the component factors, looking at its characteristics and the influence it have on the
three components of gender relations which has not been particularly considered in studying gender roles in the
Melanau communities.
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Figure 1. Gender
G
Relationns Framework (adapted from van Eerdewijk & Danielsen 22015)
The expectted relations, beehaviours and ttraits associatedd to men and w
women are fashiioned by culturral norms and values.
v
This is duee to culture is an
a independentt factor that shapes peoples’ aactivities withinn households aand in the socie
ety at
large. The function of geender among etthnic groups iss a unifying vaalue for the socciety. This is baased on the cultural
men have theirr own
roles assignned to men andd women. It is obvious in terrms of gender ddivision of laboour, where wom
clear roles different from
m that of men w
within a familyy circle or in thhe larger socieety as well as iin terms of dec
cision
making annd access to annd control of rresources. Thoough the expliccit nature of ggender relationns differs in va
arious
communities, the universsal arrangemennt is that womeen are dependeents with less ccapacity to conntrol resources, and
restricted ppower to make decision for theemselves and thhe society at larrge. However, gender roles arre not static and
d they
can be subjjected to changge over time beccause the societty is also changging.
In the Melaanau communitties, changes inn the productionn of sago are eexpected to leadd to commerciaalization of the crop.
However, tthe processes introduced
i
to tthe farmers shhowed a diversion of their traaditional practiices which they are
familiar wiith and have beeen transferredd to them from generation to ggeneration. Thoough it is a government polic
cy, its
impact on tthe values of thhe ethnic minorrity like the Meelanau is of greeat concern to tthe people eitheer to accept or resist
the policy.
3. Methodology
mercialization program’s
p
impaact can be dynaamically investiigated if the benneficiaries tell their experiences on
Sago comm
whether or not they had benefitted
b
from it. Based on the conception thhat accepting prrograms are likkely to distort ge
ender
roles and transform tradditional practices are groundded on subjectiive personal eexperiences. Thherefore, this study
on on
deployed a qualitative caase approach too pursue the innvestigation onn the impact of sago crop coommercializatio
gender rolees in the Melaanau coastal coommunities. Inn this regard, tthis study will highlight how
w commercializ
zation
programs aare impacting on
o the sago prooducing commuunities wherebyy smallholder sago farmers w
who are mainly
y men
and the saggo-based food processors
p
whoo are typically w
women. This sttudy is conductted in Mukah D
Division, specifiically
in two locaations: the coasstal town of Muukah and the sm
mall town of D
Dalat situated allong the Oya R
River (Figure 2). The
fieldwork w
was conducted in four phases; two visits in 22015 and one vvisit each in 2016 and 2017. T
The length of sttay in
Mukah andd Dalat for eachh visit ranged frrom five to sevven days. The people observedd and intervieweed were smallh
holder
sago farmeers and their wiives, the womeen involved in pprocessing sago-based food pproducts, womeen petty traderss who
sell sago-bbased food products, several village headmen and officerss in Mukah District Office. IIn the two research
locations, tthe data collectiion technique uutilized was sem
mi-structured innterviews, obseervation and infformal conversa
ation.
In additionn, an interview was also condducted with thee officials of Crop Research aand Applicationn Unit (CRAUN), a
research offfice on sago paalm tree and saggo-based food pproduct locatedd in Kuching, S
Sarawak.
3. Overvieew of the Studyy Location
Melanau iss the fifth larggest indigenouss group in Saraawak after the Iban, Chinese, Malays and B
Bidayuh. In Mukah
M
Division, thhere are five major
m
areas of saago palm, nameely Oya-Dalat, Mukah, Pusa-S
Saratok, Igan annd Balingian (C
Chew,
Isa & Mohhayidin, 1998). Majority of thee people are sm
mallholder sago farmers and fishermen especiially those that lives
in the coasstal areas of Oyya, Matu, Mukkah and Daro. F
Figure 2, illusttrates the coastal Melanau setttlement where sago
productionn is very comm
mon. Accordingg to the 2010 P
Population Censsus of Malaysiia, the total Meelanau populatiion is
123,410 in which they maake up only 6%
% of the total poopulation in Sarrawak.
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Figure 2. The C
F
Coastal Melanauu Settlement annd Sago Plantattion Area.
4. Historiccal Background and Develop
pment of Sago Palm
Sago palm
m (Metroxylon sagu)
s
is indigeenous to Southheast Asia (Sassaoka, Laumonnier & Sugimurra, 2014). It ca
an be
found in abbundance in Inndonesia, Papuaa New Guinea and Malaysia (Ahmad, 20144; Scaglion, 20017). The sago palm
normal height is around 12-18 meters (S
Shin & Collins, 2015). A tall sago palm is dessired because thhe source of income
is based onn the trunk whicch will be cut innto sections witth approximateely one meter inn length for eacch section.
The rural ddwellers, especcially the Melaanau who are m
mostly found inn the northwest coastal comm
munities of Sarawak
with bounddary streching from
f
Rejang D
Delta to Bintuluu are familiar w
with the farmingg, processing aand use of sago. The
starch extraacted from its trunk
t
is traditioonally consumeed by the Melannaus as a most prefered staplee food beside rice, in
the form of sago pearls or
o biji sagu (in Malay languagge) or saguk (iin Melanau lannguage). Sago sstarch has also been
oking
traded for over four cennturies as expoort commodityy to Brunei, a neighbouring country to Maalaysia for coo
For example, inn 1907 it was reported that S
Sarawak exportted 20,388 tonnnes of sago froom Mukah and
d Oya
purposes. F
areas worthh $964,266 (Baaring-Gould & Bampfylde, 20007). Since the early 19th cenntury the revenuue from sago export
has made rural Melanauu farmers prosppered (Amir, 22015). Howeveer, the export of the commoodity did not show
tremendous increase com
mpared to other Sarawak’s expport commoditiies. For exampple, In 2012, Saarawak exporte
ed 47,
849.29 meetric tonne of sago
s
products w
worth $86, 3455,004 (Sarawakk Agricultural Statistics, 20133). At present, sago
export has yet to make a significant im
mpact on Saraawak economy beside other ssignificant com
mmodities inclu
uding
timber, palm
m oil, rubber annd pepper.
5. Sago Coommercializatiion Developmeent Program: L
Lack of Impacct on Male Farrmers’ Roles?
It is widelyy acknowledgedd in the literatuure relating to ggender and ruraal livelihood that there is a need for active ge
ender
participatioon in food prodduction and marketing (Sundderland et al., 22014). This is highly importaant for commun
nities
who mostlyy rely on agricuulture as their means of liveliihood. Howeveer, little is know
wn about how iinitiated agricultural
commodityy commercializzation program
ms can impactt on gender rooles in the M
Melanau commuunities of Sara
awak,
Malaysia. T
The location annd climatic conndition of wheere the sago treees are propagaated on the Boorneo Island showed
high potenttial for it to be cultivated in laarge commercial quantities evven beyond thee current 50,0000 hectares of la
and in
use which can be a great source of incoome (Chew et aal., 1999). It is in close proxim
mity with Indoonesia where sa
ago is
also cultivaated on about 2 million hectaares of land (K
Koonlin, 1980; Karim, Tie, M
Manan, & Zaiduul, 2008). With
h this
great potenntial there is stilll impending cooncerns over thhe yield of sago which is inconnsistent and low
w.
In promoting the value of sago, the croop is given an iimage of “the 221st Century C
Crop” which is spearheaded by
b the
State Goveernment of Saarawak to prom
mote greater saago yield in both quantity aand quality. Booth the Federall and
Sarawak goovernments havve continuouslyy provided variious assistance to the industryy and farmers iin terms of rese
earch,
equipmentss, promotions, farm clearancee and managem
ment. One of thhe strategies initiated by the ggovernment wa
as the
Land Custtody and Devvelopment Autthority (LCDA
A) which introoduced the Sago Smallholdder Satellite Estate
E
Developmeent Program (S
SSSED). It is a land consoliddation program
m which is dessigned to prom
mote estate-like sago
plantation. The program is
i expected to aattract smallholders to join inn order to increease the yield. A
According to one of
the officerss interviewed:
Agricculture statisticc showed that ssmallholders’ yyield is one tonnne per hectaree in a year whhich is very low
w. We
estimated that farmeers who particippate in plantatiion scheme shoould be able to pproduce 50 tonnnes per hectare
e.
mers’
The prograam provides the smallholders with expertisee and knowledgge built by thee agency in maanaging the farm
sago plantaation by introdducing modernn system of farrming. The SS
SSED program
m provides the service for farrmers
without anyy cost within thhe first five yeaars. However, ddespite giving suuch service, farrmer #5 mentiooned that:
“I doon’t engage in SSSED
S
program
m. I am satisfiedd managing my own farm”
SSSED is yet to receive much encouraaging response, instead farmeers have divided opinions on whether to join the
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program or refuse the offer. According to (farmer #1) interviewed, he specifically expressed his disapproval of the
plantation scheme because the model of sago farming introduced by SSSED is a replica of the palm oil plantation
where the latter requires more attention, fertiliser, good drainage system, weeding and clearing of old leaves. He
claimed that sago farming is the opposite of palm oil plantation. For instance, SSSED farming standard requires
building of solid drainage system whereby traditional way of farming sago does not require this. In addition, (farmer
#8) also have some reservations as he did not agree with the SSSED’s opinion on the clearance of surrounding area
before planting sago trees. He said that:
“Sago tree can live alongside with other plants or weed.” We don’t have to clear the surroundings.”
The study argued that these farmers’ voices of disapproval relate to the changes in farming practices which has been
embedded in their daily lives where they have full control of their farms. The implication of this for them is that, if the
smallholder sago farmers join SSSED, the agency will be in total control and it will determine their farming practices.
Hence, the autonomy they enjoyed on the land they owned may be restricted. Since peasant society operates in a
natural environment, such form of control will disrupt farmers’ everyday task. These means that farmers will no longer
have control of certain farming practices which has been transferred to them for generations.
5. Result and Discussion
5.1 Gender Roles and Sago Commercialization: What Impact?
To understand the impact of sago crop commercialization on gender roles, this study investigates the roles of men and
women in the sago sector. The focus capitalized on the use of gender relations framework which critically examines
gender division of labor, control of resources which includes income generation and household decision making. As
The study has argued earlier, their farming practices are embedded in value and norms of the community. In Malay
language, the ‘smallholders’ are commonly referred to as pekebun or farmers and penanam or cultivators where these
words can be used interchangeably when addressing smallholder farmers in the sago, rubber and oil palm sectors.
Evidence from the fieldwork revealed that Melanau smallholder sago farmers feel more comfortable when addressed
as pekebun balau (sago farmer). The reason is that they felt they do not cultivate the sago tree, instead they inherit the
tree from their past generations since sago trees are reproduce from its suckers.
More importantly, sago farming is traditionally and still regarded as part-time job. In terms of working days, normally
farmers work two to three days in a week. In addition, they will not work in their farm if there is death in the village or
if they receive ‘a bad sign’. If framers ignore the sign, they believe that they will receive trouble later. One of the
farmers shared the cultural of sago farming, she said:
“Normally we work for three days on our farms. If there are unpleasant signs in the jungle which serves as signal
to us that something is wrong and we need to be careful or cancel our working day i.e. a weird smell which
signifies death of a villager or when a snake lies down horizontally or when a bird perches on the ground.”
Despite the bright future of the sector, the younger generation is not showing interest in carrying on with the
occupation of sago farming. This is due to the exposure through education, migration and inter-marriage. The research
findings revealed that the majority of smallholder sago farmers are at the older age; either they are originally farmers
or become smallholders after retired from working in other sectors. However, many of them work with their spouses
and hired lumberjack for the job of felling the trees and send them to the mills. This qualitative data is supported by a
survey of 308 farmers in Mukah where 65.9% smallholders are in the age bracket of 55 and above. (Figure 3). The
older farmers who reach 60 or 70 years old are normally engage in lighter roles such as weeding and pruning.
Meanwhile felling trees which is a heavier task is given to hired lumberjacks.

Age
37.70%

28.20%

15.60%
8.60%
4.60%

5.30%

15 – 24

25 – 34

35 – 44

45 – 54

55 – 64

65 and above

Figure 3. Melanau Sago smallholders’ age bracket
(source: Awang Hamdan, Yaakub, Mohamad Naim, 2017)
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5.1 Control and Ownership of Sago Farm Lands & Household Decision Making
As seen in many rural communities, men are considered as heads of households and decision makers. They always
take control of the land used for agricultural production and every decision pertaining the utilization and management
of land rests with them as long as they are still competent and alive (Villamor, et al., 2014). In the Melanau
communities, men and women can own sago farm lands either by purchase or inheritance and it is also transferable
from generation to generation. The sago farm owners are mostly regarded as the smallholder sago farmers and they are
mostly men and breadwinners of their families. Usually, the men dominate the cultivation and management of sago
farm lands and they also determine the marketing strategy and distribution channel of sago logs to factories that
process the starch. Although women also own sago farm lands mostly by inheritance but one interesting fact is that
Melanau women relinquish the control of their farm lands to their husbands or they jointly manage it as a family
business. It is due to their marital relationships may allow a woman to benefit from her husband’s assets and vice-versa.
In this case, women are unable to stand by their decision regarding their farmland should they have different opinions.
5.2 Division of Labour
According to GLOPP/ILO (2008) gender division of labor is the way work is divided between men and women based
on their gender roles. Sago production is tedious and labor intensive. The entire value chain of its production requires
extra labor which is sometimes beyond the capacity of what a husband, or husband and wife alone can handle
especially in the aspect of harvesting and processing of the sago palm. In this situation, the husband, wife, other family
members and short term employees are required. It is customary, the responsibility of the husband being the head of
household, to determine who and who within and outside the family circle should participate in the sago production. In
Mukah and Dalat, it was discovered that cultural norms and values played important roles in gender division of labour.
According to the tradition, men usually take responsibility of tasks that needs more strength and higher physical effort
such as pruning, cutting and pushing of logs, steering and maintaining of boat as well as manual debarking. These are
some of the activities that require special skills and the agencies should take responsibility to train smallholder sago
farmers on better methods of carrying out all these tasks. The men are also saddled with the responsibility of seeking
buyers of their sago logs, making business contacts regarding general logistics and transportation to sago mills.
The tasks are not exclusively carried out by the men as women also assist in less physical intensive activities such as
weeding, making simple drainage, pushing of log and extraction of sago starch for household utilization or domestic
markets. In Mukah and Dalat, when men are busy on the farmlands, women would engage in household activities such
as cooking, cleaning and taking care of children which is culturally constructed as women’s responsibilities. They also
participate in other agricultural activities as mentioned by female smallholder when she said: “I plant pumpkin, yam,
corn, cucumber and pineapple.” For the women who own sago farms, they also face time management constraints,
they don’t usually have the time to efficiently participate in innovative sago production and processing trainings
organized by the government and this further hinders them from attaining commercialization level.
5.3 Income Generation and Access to Financial Resources
For the women, they process sago flour into the Melanau’s traditional staple food known as sago pearls which is
produced either for consumption or commercial purposes. Not only that, they also produce other food from sago such
as tebaloi (sweet, crispy cracker), tepung lemantak (wet sago starch flour) and tumpik (sago pancake). However,
majority of the women do not process sago pearls for consumption and they have to buy sago products from other
women when they are short of supply. For those women who produce in large quantities, it can be a source of income
for them to supplement their household expenditures. The process of making sago pearls is very tedious and requires
up to 10 hours in most cases to process. These include mixing sago flour with desiccated coconut (which is prepared a
day earlier), coconut milk and paddy husks before it is shaped into tiny ball-shape pearls. Saguk is not roasted in the
household kitchen, instead it is roasted in the makeshift hut called belanga with a hearth made from clay. In our visits
to Mukah and Dalat, many households do not have belanga. Thus, the women who do not have their own belanga will
always rent it from the other women to make their saguk whenever they are in need of it. The Melanau women can
produce up to 60 kg (3 tins) of saguk at a time.
The income generated from sago logs is either managed by men or women. Majority head of household smallholders
earn between RM500 to RM1,000 a month from their sago plantation from the logs mostly sold through agents. The
finding is supported by a survey of 308 Melanau smallholders who are mainly male in Mukah by Awang Hamdan,
Yaakub & Hafizan, (2017). The lower income farmers have their ‘safety net’ when they typically consider their sago
palm trees as their ‘bank savings’. Sago palms trees will be harvested whenever the owner requires extra money for
larger expenses such as wedding reception or paying their children education fees. Some of them are also involved in
non-agricultural jobs such as small trading and commercial lorry driving. This means that the majority of smallholder
sago farmers do not rely solely on sago production as their primary source of income.
In addition, some smallholder sago farmers also work as lumberjacks or penebang. In terms of earnings, they are the
lowest earners. Women in the household of the latter category are more involved in income generating activities to
supplement their household income. A female smallholder for instance, she had the experience of working in the sago
farm land helping her husband. At the later age, she produced sago pearls for commercial purposes. When discussing
issues related to income generated from sago business, many women interviewed in Mukah and Dalat noted that sago
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is adding too their family inncome and helpping them to takke care of theirr basic needs inn their own littlee ways. For instance,
informant ##12, a woman in
i Dalat, mentiooned that:
“Sagoo pearls is my source
s
of incom
me, if I don’t maake sago pearl, I can’t help to ffend myself and my family”
While infoormant #9, a sm
mallholder wom
man, explainedd that she uses the income geenerated from sago productio
on for
“savings, oother business capital
c
and for personal expennses.”

Monthly In
ncome
67.8%

16.5%

12.1%

2.8%
RM500 and less

M1,000
RM500 – RM

1%

RM1,0001 – RM1,500 RM1,501 – RM
M2,000

RM2,001 and above

me
Figure 4. Melanau Sagoo smallholders’’ Monthly Incom
Awang Hamdann, Yaakub, Mohhamad Naim, 2017)
(source: A
There is annother characterristic of Melanaau smallholders where some oof them had woorked at loggingg companies in
n Miri
for many yyears during theeir younger agee before they retturned back to their villages. D
During those tiimes, they were
e paid
good salarry but their working period is only four m
months in a yyear. This is cconfirmed by A
Amir (2015), when
approximattely 5 per centt of Melanau population in D
Dalat work as looggers in 19700s and 1980s. A
According to a male
smallholdeer, initially, he did
d not possess any sago farm
mland but that chhange when hee worked in a loogging camp in
n Miri
for some tiime to accumuulate wealth. Laater, he purchassed a total of 112 hectares of ffarm where he planted sago palms
p
while his w
wife, purchasedd 9.5 hectares off land with sagoo palms plantedd on it.
In the studdy, it was generrally pointed ouut that women have limited access to financcial resources too purchase land
d and
equipment to boost their capacity for coommercialization but they haave adequate coontrol of their little income, in
i the
w
they nneed with theirr money providded they have iit. Further, for the sago palmss that
sense that they can buy whatever
belong to tthe women, not many of them
m utilize the inncome they gennerate from their previous prooduction to con
ntinue
and investt in cultivatingg sago. From observation, tthe Melanau ppeople who paarticipate in saago production
n and
marketing do not usually crave for luxurry lifestyle as thhey are mostly contented and happy with theeir ways of life. This
observationn is supported by
b a survey bellow (Figure 5) where more than 70% househhold expenses aare RM500 and
d less.
Many farm
mers also don’t really buy the idea of sago m
modernization innitiative becauuse they feel thee traditional me
ethod
still remainns the best as well
w as their ideaa of sago farminng as part-timee job instead of full time job.
RM1,501 – R
RM2,000

Monthly Hoousehold Exp
penses

1.22%

RM1,001 – R
RM1,500

12.7%

RM500 – RM1,000
R

13.1%

RM500 and less

73.3%

Figure 4.. Melanau Sagoo Smallholders’’ Monthly Incoome
(source: A
Awang Hamdann, Yaakub, Mohhamad Naim, 2017)
6. Conclussions and Impllications for Poolicy
This study has focused onn the impact off gender roles oon sago crop coommercializatioon in the Melaanau communitiies of
Sarawak, M
Malaysia. The study has appplied the quallitative researchh methodologyy guided by thhe gender rela
ations
frameworkk to investigate the roles of men and womenn and the on-gooing commerciaalization prograams designed by
b the
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government to develop the sago sector. On the one hand, it is undeniable that after more than three decades of sago
development, research and commercialization programs supported by the government agencies have thrived. On the
other hand, this research found that the respond from smallholder farmers are rather slow. In order to speed up the
process, it is suggested that communication between related agencies and smallholders need to improve in order to
avoid miscommunication in message dissemination (Naim, Yaakub & Awang Hamdan, 2016).
The sago logs produced by the Melanau communities are for their consumption, domestic markets and export. Mostly,
control and ownership of sago farmlands lies greatly with the men, even though, women can also own sago farm lands
either by inheritance or purchase and can be transferred from generation to generation. However, women are less
involved in decision making although they may have idea that support the sago commercialization program. In the
aspect of division of labour, men and women participate in the sago farm lands regardless of who owns the farm land
between them. Meanwhile, in the aspect of income generation, men control the income they generate from sago logs
and the women control the income they generate from processing and selling of sago-based food. Further, it is
commonly practiced that women own the income from farm land belongs to the women and managed by the men.
Nevertheless, from all indications, Melanau women are very loyal to their husbands when it comes to issues related to
the sago sector. Complementarity gender roles are clearly founded in explaining Melanau male and female gender
relations. Moreover, Melanau people who participate in sago production and marketing don’t usually crave for luxury
as they are mostly contented and happy with their ways of life.
The fact that sago is traditionally cultivated and used as a staple food widely consumed locally by the Melanau people,
aggravated the reluctance of farmers in giving away the traditional method of producing and processing for the modern
method. In addition, the men and women are not so keen about wealth accumulation resulting in commercialization of
sago is more difficult to achieve. At the same time, the attitude of younger generation who do not want to continue
with the culture of cultivating sago serves as the major constraints that hinder the successful commercialization of sago
in Sarawak, Malaysia. This empirical study confirmed that the majority of male farmers are still very much
comfortable with their traditional method of cultivating sago. It also revealed that the indigenous Melanau dwellers
have not showed keen interest in participating as competitors among sago mill owners and as such their gender roles of
production still remains at sago farming and sago-based food processing level.
The research implication of this on commercialization of sago sector is that gender roles should be paid more attention
so as to lift the industry from low production to a commercialized level. This includes intensifying effort to motivate
the younger generation to consider participation in the sago industry. Empowering more men and women through
trainings on land management is highly recommended so as to see commercialization as a beneficial tool that will
increase income and improve welfare of household. The central problem associated with commercialization is that
these smallholders viewed these changes distort their cultural norms and values in the sense that the indigenous
knowledge they acquired and transferred among themselves from generation to generation could be replaced with
modernized ideas coming from the commercialization program. No doubt, traditional norms and values can have
serious influence on the acceptance of commercialization strategies. The interventions of the government through its
many agencies may fail if they do not strategically blend the innovations with the cultural norms and values of the
Melanau people. Therefore, it is recommended that the government should intensify their effort towards ensuring the
capacity of men and women are built for the commercialization of the sago sector that take into consideration the
socio-cultural aspect of norms and values of the Melanau smallholder sago farmers.
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